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The creative work of the master is based on the national realistic tradition, however it does
not deprive it of individuality, expression of its own artistic language and the ability to a bold
creative twist. Nature is presented by author's imaginative layering. Landscape themes, motifs, images of nature, architecture and space, unobtrusively but irrevocably create a game
of imagination. However it is rather a figurative imagination than a literal one. A specific
work piece source is fully refracted through the prism of memories. The original landscape
motif is not written from life – it was deliberately redesigned and reconstructed from the
memories. Artists fantasy reveals a real and true essence of the visible, unique time and
place, the essence and the spirit of the visible phenomenon. At the same time the simplicity
of the composition is based on the author's careful attention to the surface and constant
search into the spatial and associative meaning. Thus, these works are based on a some
kind of frontier: on one hand, it is an observation and experience, on the other - conventional abstracted image-sign.
An important role is given to the fine material delivery system, which is based on principles
of psychological perception of visual information. Such type of canvases as elongated, vertical or round ones are not often to come across and they create in the works of Igor Obukhov a certain intrigue, which weaves metaphors and symbols.
Texture and colour saturation are one of the features of Igor Obukhov's works. It is certainly
fresh, bright colours, which at the same time recreate the story, and spiritualize it. Plastic
language of the works is based on an increased attention to the colour, texture and rhythmic organization of the canvas. Picturesque effects, plane aesthetization, radiance of the
colour or graphic spot played a major role in the works. Formal purity and completeness of
each centimetre becomes active visual background, introducing a tension reality into the
art works. The image gives the impression of a bizarre space, turning into stereoscopy.
Love of the artist to nature makes every motif selected for the image very significant. The
ability to shift the sense of delight to the language of colours makes the viewer to perceive

the landscapes by Igor Obukhov as a particle of the beautiful world that surrounds us. When
you stand in front of his paintings, the state of meditation is born, there is a sense of unity
with the space surrounding us.
A special role in the perception of the artist's works play porcelain frames, painted in different colours, with the texture, patina and gilding. Round shaped canvases, round framed,
perceived as the portholes on the walls, coming to hitch, we are trying to see what's out
there: around, all around, from all the sides ...
Igor Obukhov's paintings possess charisma and a personal lyrical reflection, particularly in
tune with our time, with its unmet need in the beauty and purity of life, with its eternal anxiety
of thinking about the world. Wisdom and primeval naivete, naturally connecting and defining creative nature, help the artist to create images through the unique solution of the composition and the organic tissue of the sensual world.
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